Jean Henri Fabre
This reclusive entomologist became one of the most popular
educational authors of his day. A look at his greatest work reveals
both the underappreciated achievements and the failings of his science
by Georges Pasteur
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uch of the general public has
forgotten the entomologist and
author Jean Henri Fabre, yet
during the 19th and early 20th centuries, he was one of the most celebrated
educators on the subject of nature. Victor Hugo once called him the “Homer of
insects.” Edmond Rostand rebaptized
him the “Virgil of insects.” Toward the
end of his life, Fabre was nominated for
the Nobel Prize in Literature; the overenthusiasm of his supporters, who pestered the Swedish Academy, may have
ruined whatever chance he had.
Today Fabre is most widely remembered by the people of Japan. Exhibitions
about him are commonplace there, and
schools frequently use his works as references. Since 1923 the Japanese publishing market has featured no fewer

than 47 complete or partial translations
of Fabre’s 10-volume compendium entitled Souvenirs entomologiques (Entomological Memories), as well as editions
of his other books.
Generations of scientists around the
world have also revered Fabre’s memory. They fondly recall when, as teenagers, they read extracts of Souvenirs and
were roused toward their vocations.
Fabre’s inspirational e›ect is not without irony: some of his scientiﬁc principles were unorthodox in his own time
and are still more so today. In addition,
although Charles Darwin greatly admired Fabre and referred to him as the
“inimitable observer” in On the Origin
of Species, Fabre refused to accept the
theory of evolution.
Yet the charm of Souvenirs entomologiques overwhelms whatever quirks Fabre may have had. As Fabre explained in
an 1882 letter to Jean Baptiste Dumas,
the former mentor of Louis Pasteur, he
had adopted a “light form” in Souvenirs so it would “ﬁnd readers in addition
to naturalists.” That it did : Souvenirs
was hugely popular from the moment
the ﬁrst volume appeared in 1879.
The more than 4,000 pages of Souvenirs combine original science with
prose that is uncannily rich and vivid,
at times funny, at times poetic and always witty. They alternate recollections
and digressions on all manner of topics with suspenseful tales of investigations into insect behavior. They expose
Fabre’s emotions and opinions about
everything. And they blend unﬂagging

optimism and inexhaustible admiration
for nature in a relaxed atmosphere, like
that of warm summer days spent in
ﬁelds of joyously buzzing insects. Souvenirs thus o›ers an extraordinary
glimpse into both the character and the
science of its author.
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GEORGES PASTEUR became involved
in Fabran studies at the suggestion of
the American entomologist George P.
Georghiou. A ﬁeld vertebrate student in
Africa, Pasteur was trained in insect behavior by studying the consequences of
selection for geotaxis and phototaxis on
fruit ﬂies in the laboratory of Theodosius Dobzhansky at the Rockefeller University in 1968 and 1969. Pasteur has
been the head of the laboratory of ecological genetics at the École Pratique des
Hautes Études in Montpellier since 1978
and is associated with the National Museum of Natural History in Paris. In addition to several books in French, he is
co-author with Nicole Pasteur of Practical Isozyme Genetics.
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orn in 1823 to a poor rural family
in the south of France, Fabre—
“Henri,” at home—had to ﬁght
throughout his childhood for scholarships and later for menial jobs to pay for
his education. Because he could scarcely a›ord school at all in some years, he
developed an outstanding aptitude for
self-teaching. By himself, he learned
both ancient Greek and English. Fabre
became a bachelor of letters in 1844
and of mathematics in 1846, then a licensee in mathematics in 1847 and in
the physical sciences in 1848. (Since the
Middle Ages, French universities have
conferred a license, intermediate between a baccalaureate and a doctorate,
akin to the American master’s degree.)
He later became a licensee in the other
natural sciences. His educational progress was especially remarkable given
that he rarely if ever attended courses
in these subjects. In 1855 Fabre became
a docteur ès sciences from the Sorbonne,
toiling in his kitchen to complete one
dissertation on animals and two on
plants.
Such beginnings paved the reclusive
path that Fabre was to follow throughout his career. While working as a lycée
(high school ) teacher of physics, Fabre
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became the quintessential hermit. His
solitary habits ru‹ed many of his colleagues’ feathers, which is one reason
why he never attained a university position. A more important reason was
Fabre’s lack of money. The University
of Poitiers did o›er him a position in
the early 1860s, but Fabre had to refuse
it because he was not ﬁnancially independent: at that time, faculty members
were paid only token salaries, and research grants were unknown.
Fabre staved o› poverty by two
means. First, putting his knowledge of
chemistry to work, he tackled the problem of extracting the red dye alizarin,
which was widely used in textiles, from
madder, a common European herb. Fa-

bre succeeded where others had failed,
and by 1866 he held a patent for obtaining pure alizarin powder from madder. Unfortunately, his luck was shortlived. By 1867 German chemists had
learned how to synthesize alizarin from
other compounds. As a result, madder
culture was abandoned altogether.
A second moneymaking scheme was
more enduringly fruitful. Fabre became
a 19th-century Isaac Asimov: he wrote
books that made science and technology familiar to adults and children alike,
substituting rationality for the old
wives’ tales that dominated most people’s thinking. Between 1862 and 1891
he wrote 95 such books, and all proved
smashing successes. Indeed, during

“INIMITABLE OBSERVER” Jean Henri Fabre, as Charles Darwin called him, conducted extraordinarily detailed entomological studies on the grounds of his home in
southern France. His books on insects and many other topics have inspired a love
of science in generations of readers. Among his other accomplishments, Fabre was
also a brilliant painter of mushrooms (opposite page).
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Fabre’s lifetime, many of them outsold
Souvenirs. Several stayed in print
through the 1920s—Le ciel (The Sky),
ﬁrst published in 1865, saw 11 printings. A beautifully illustrated Japanese
edition of Histoire de la bûche (The
Wonder Book of Plant Life), which is
probably the best known of the books,
appeared as recently as 1986.
In 1868, because of those books’
fame, the education minister personally asked Fabre—a substitute teacher in
a provincial high school—to tutor the
son of Napoleon III. True to his solitary
character, Fabre declined that honor.
(Indeed, in Souvenirs, he describes how
anxious he was to leave all the while he
was at court.) That decision was a smart
one, in view of what befell the emperor
and his court soon afterward!
Between that episode and the 1870
Franco-Prussian War, Fabre’s ﬁrm belief in bettering the condition of women got him into trouble. He had started
an immensely popular series of evening
lectures for girls. The education of girls,
however, had always been the business
of the Catholic Church, which did not
entirely approve of Fabre’s curriculum.
He was soon blamed nationwide for
such crimes as teaching girls about the
sexual functions of ﬂowers. The war
ended both the lecture series and the
uproar, but in 1871 Fabre and his family were nonetheless turned out of their
home by their landladies, two devout
Catholic spinsters.
That eviction proved pivotal for Fabre. He had not been happy with his life
through that moment : he thoroughly
regretted never having fulﬁlled the
dreams of his youth, such as becoming
a university professor. The sudden misfortune of being without a home allowed him to change all that.
Thanks to a loan from his wealthy
friend John Stuart Mill, Fabre, then just
48 years old, was able to retire. Thereafter he devoted himself to writing, observing nature and experimenting with
insects. In 1879, the year that the ﬁrst
volume of Souvenirs appeared, the Fabre family moved into L’Harmas, a twoacre fallow lot about six miles west of
Orange, which Fabre selected as “a living
entomology laboratory.” ( Today L’Harmas serves as the Fabre Annex of the
National Museum of Natural History.)
For more than four decades, until his
death in 1915, Fabre continued his work.
In addition to Souvenirs, he wrote poems in two languages and composed
melodies based on them. He also painted 700 graceful, sublimely colored images of mushrooms that are among the
most exquisite ever produced.
In retrospect, one can see that if Fabre had realized his dream of becomSCIENTIFIC AMERICAN July 1994
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tests that would yield results of indisputable meaning.
To be fair, one should note that Fabre was not alone in introducing experimentation to animal behavior studies.
The British scientist John Lubbock
(1834–1913) pioneered the use of mazes and problem solving in the study of
insect behavior, and those research
methods have become the foundation
for decades of standard laboratory
practices involving all kinds of animals.
But Lubbock’s greatest inﬂuence was
on laboratory research (especially in
America ), whereas Fabre was more inﬂuential on studies in natural settings
(chieﬂy in continental Europe).

E

PARASITOID WASPS, such as Podalonia, immobilize insects (top) by stinging them,
then drag them away (middle) and lay eggs in their bodies. As Fabre observed, the
wasps instinctively “know” their prey’s anatomy (bottom): they sting a caterpillar
near nerve centers in each segment (red ) to paralyze without killing it.

ing a university professor, he would
have retired no earlier than 1893,
which would probably have been too
late to launch a research program like
the one he started at L’Harmas. At best
he would have left only a short equivalent of Souvenirs—much to the detriment of humanity’s cultural heritage.
The insect studies that Fabre explored
in Souvenirs entomologiques represent
his major intellectual interest, and for
that reason it deserves the fullest attention. I o›er a summary of its scientiﬁc contents from my perspective as a
late 20th-century biologist.
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The most noteworthy aspect of Fabre’s work was his emphasis on experimentation. Until Fabre, the few experiments that had ever been conducted on
animal behavior were essentially limited to birds. That oversight is not so
strange as it may sound. The protocols
of biological experimentation, which depend on controlled studies and probabilistic analyses, are not obvious. True
experimentation did not appear in the
history of science until Galileo. Few biologists have simultaneously possessed
a faculty for selecting the right organisms to use and a gift for conceiving

ntomologists remember Fabre in
part for his detailed study of insect metamorphoses. All insects
and true bugs begin life as larvae from
eggs and end as adults, but in between
they pass through several di›erent
types of intermediate stages. Some insects, such as silverﬁsh, assume their
adult form very early and grow to maturity by enlarging and molting. Grasshoppers and true bugs mature through
a process of incomplete metamorphosis, in which the larvae become nymphs
that look much like adults but lack
wings; only when fully mature do the
nymphs become winged adults. Beetles, ﬂies and other insects experience
full metamorphosis, in which the larvae
change into immobile pupae and later
emerge as fully formed winged adults.
Fabre examined all these life cycles in
detail and also discovered a fourth one.
Young blister beetles pass through two
or more intermediate larval and pupal
stages before completing their metamorphosis into adults. Fabre called this
pattern hypermetamorphosis—the only
scientiﬁc term he ever coined.
Notwithstanding those contributions,
Fabre has on the whole not received the
full credit from scientiﬁc circles that he
deserves. Part of the problem is that
Souvenirs is a literary work with few tables and no diagrams and therefore
stood little chance of receiving serious
attention from the experts. Researchers
who did read it were generally struck
by the same virtues that appealed to
the public imagination and not always
by what was scientiﬁcally important.
Scientists have overlooked that Fabre
was the ﬁrst to demonstrate taxis in animals. A taxis is a reﬂex in which an organism orients its body toward or away
from a source of stimulation. That concept is generally attributed to the German-American scientist Jacques Loeb,
who developed it in the 1880s as an animal counterpart to tropism in plants—
the tendency for plants to grow toward
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light and against gravity. Yet Fabre recognized some taxes in insects as early
as the mid-1870s, and he embarked on
a six-year experimenting spree with wild
bees to test the idea. He showed, for
example, that bees emerging from their
pupae have an innate tendency to move
upward (against gravity) and toward
fresh air, the dominant tendency depending on the species. If 10 Osmia bee
pupae, for example, were placed inside
vertical tubes sealed at the top and open
at the bottom, at most three bees near
the low opening escaped—the others
stubbornly moved to the top, became
trapped and eventually died.
I also know of one instance in which
Fabre found the truth about a phenomenon that many modern biologists still
misunderstand. The phenomenon is
mimicry among Volucella ﬂies, which
closely resemble bees and wasps and
lay their eggs in those insects’ nests.
The oldest mimicry hypothesis ever
published, dating back to 1817, stated
that the similarity between some Volucella ﬂies and bumblebees helped the
ﬂies to function as brood parasites.
That is, the bee-mimicking ﬂies could
enter the bee nests and lay their eggs
without fear of attack. The ﬂy larvae
would later eat the nest’s contents.
A crucial aspect of this hypothesis is
that the presence of the ﬂies in the nest
harms the bees. Otherwise, the host
bees have no reason to attack their
guests. If the bees and ﬂies are not antagonistic, then the best explanation
for the ﬂies’ mimicry is that it protects
them from birds. ( Flies and beetles often don the warning colors of wasps to
discourage birds.)

In the 1860s, when many scientists
cited mimicry as evidence supporting
Darwin’s ideas about evolution, that hypothesis was enthusiastically extended
to other cases of insect mimicry. Among
those was Volucella zonaria, whose larvae develop in the nests of European
common wasps. But few scientists in
either the 19th or 20th century have
bothered to check whether the natural
history of V. zonaria supports the
brood parasitism rationale for mimicry.
Fabre was more careful. In Souvenirs
he describes how the common wasp
nest, a completely dark underground
structure, is meticulously cleaned by
worker wasps, which hurl any debris,
dying insects and cadavers into a subjacent charnel pit. Ordinary ﬂies that
do not look at all like wasps constantly
ﬂy in and out of the nest without being
attacked unless they land on the broodcomb, where wasp larvae develop. Any
ﬂies unwise enough to go there—including ones that are better mimics

than V. zonaria—are instantly killed.
All these observations and others suggest that visual mimicry is of no beneﬁt to the Volucella ﬂies inside the dark
nest or at its entrance.
As Fabre also saw, Volucella ﬂies safely lay their eggs in the outer layers of
the nest, away from the comb. Most of
the ﬂy larvae fall into the charnel and
there subsist on the bodies of dead
wasps. The ﬂy larvae that do enter the
nest are ignored by the worker wasps
and eventually enter the comb. Fabre
found that the ﬂy larvae do not compete for food with the wasp larvae. Instead the ﬂies crawl into the cells housing the wasp larvae, squeeze past them
and drink the ﬂuid excretions accumulating at the bottom. The cohabiting ﬂy
and wasp larvae never harm one another unless the wasp larva is injured; the
ﬂy larva will then start feeding at the
injured spot. Generally speaking, ﬂy
larvae can survive on any living or rotting animal matter.

VOLUCELLA FLIES (above) mimic wasps
and lay their eggs inside wasp nests
(right ). Many entomologists have mistakenly described the ﬂies as parasites
of the wasps. Fabre was the ﬁrst to realize that the ﬂies and wasps are mutually supportive. The drawing of the wasp
nest is by René Antoine F. de Réaumur
(1683–1757), whom Fabre admired.
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INSECTS MATURE through a variety of developmental patterns, all of which Fabre observed in the course of his work .
Silverfish are essentially adult in shape as larvae; they grow
to maturity by molting. True bugs have immature nymph
forms before becoming winged adults. Flies experience com-
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plete metamorphosis, in which larval grubs become pupae
and emerge as adults. Fabre observed all these developmental cycles and also discovered a fourth: hypermetamorphosis
among the meloid beetles, which pass through several larval
and pupal forms before becoming adults.
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Fabre concluded that the relation between the ﬂies and the wasps is not
parasitism but mutualism: the V. zonaria larvae scavenge for food in the
wasp nest and in return help to clean
it. Yet more than a century later textbooks continue to assert that Volucella
ﬂies are probably brood parasites and
that the adult mimicry protects the ﬂies
from wasp attacks, as though those
questions had not been answered otherwise. Fabre’s demonstration does not
preclude the possibility that other species of ﬂies are wasp parasites nor that
Volucella larvae clothe themselves in
chemical or tactile signals that help
them to mimic wasp larvae. Still, modern scientists should be more cognizant of the experiments Fabre has already conducted on their behalf.

I

f Fabre himself had been asked
what his most important contribution was, he would have pointed to
his work distinguishing animal intelligence from that of humans. In his time,
a vast body of anecdotes purported to
show that animals could reason. Fabre
proved, however, that although insects
display what look like incredibly sophisticated mental powers in their natural
settings, they manifest absolute stupidity when faced with unusual situations.
No matter how useless or counterproductive an insect’s normal response became in Fabre’s experimental settings,
the insects responded repeatedly in the
same futile way. Those demonstrations,
and similar experiments with pets and
wild birds, convinced Fabre that the
mental essence of humans is fundamentally di›erent from that of animals.
That di›erence made the behavior
of animals no less fascinating to him.
Nothing excited Fabre more than the
manifestations of instinct among solitary wasps, which gripped his imagination for 50 years. He showed that many
solitary wasps paralyze rather than kill
their prey and that they lay their eggs in
the bodies of the immobilized animal—
activities in which the wasps seemed to
show an uncannily precise knowledge
of their prey’s nervous system.
Fabre realized why the parasitic wasps
acted as they did. Paralysis keeps the
larva’s food fresh and safely immobile.
The wasp deposits its egg on a soft superﬁcial part of the prey so that the larva can begin to eat far from brain ganglia essential to the prey’s survival. A
marvel of instinct, the larva eats its way
through the body, reaching the brain
only at the end of its growth.
Stinging and egg laying have now been
observed in hundreds of wasp species,
speciﬁcally by Andre L. Steiner of the
University of Alberta [see “How Parasitic
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Wasps Find Their Hosts,” by James H.
Tumlinson, W. Joe Lewis and Louise E.
M. Vet; SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, March
1993]. The bewildering diversity of recorded behaviors deﬁes any all-encompassing explanation. Nevertheless, Fabre was essentially correct about the
species he studied. He did notice individual variations in the behavior of
wasps, such as the location and number of stings they delivered. Impressed
as he was by the permanence of these
complex behaviors, however, Fabre saw
individual variations as exceptions to
ﬁxed patterns in species.
The Darwinian revolution promoted
a di›erent view of behavioral variation.
To Darwinists, a typical behavior was
not a ﬁxed archetype. Rather it was
merely the most common behavior
found in a population and therefore
bound to evolve through natural selection. Yet until the nature of heredity
and population genetics was understood, belief in directional selection—
that is, consistent selection for certain
traits—could not be more than an act
of faith. That is why many scientists in
the 19th and early 20th centuries who

were fully convinced of the fact of evolution could not accept natural selection as its mechanism. Fabre, however,
did not separate the two. Because he
could not admit natural selection, he
rejected evolution, which he saw as a
theory for armchair naturalists. Furthermore, the notion of a continuum of intelligence stretching through animals
to humans seemed adverse to cherished
conclusions of his work.
Still, Souvenirs clearly shows that the
subject haunted Fabre—in part because,
as he confessed, the mere rejection of
evolution “explains nothing.” His awareness of paleontology gave him tormenting glimpses of his own inconsistency.
Occasionally he could not help expressing himself as an evolutionist, as in
this reﬂection from 1901, which was
astonishingly ahead of its time: “I take
interest in . . . a bunch of crow-silks; . . . I
catch a ﬂeeting view in my imagination
of ancient times where those conferva
[cyanobacteria, or blue-green algae],
ﬁrst born of the plants, roughed out a
respirable atmosphere for life to come.
What I have under my eyes, between
the tiled walls of my trough, tells me
the history of this planet wrapping itself in pure air.”

D

INSTINCTIVE ORIENTATION by animals,
or taxis, was ﬁrst studied by Fabre. He
found, for example, that Osmia bees
emerging from their pupae primarily
move upward and secondarily toward
fresh air. If a tube simulating 10 pupal
cells was inverted, most of the bees
died at the closed top. No more than
three, sensing external air, escaped by
moving down (left ). If Fabre rotated the
pupae back to their natural orientation,
at best one bee escaped (right ).

id Fabre ever read On the Origin
of Species? There is no way to
settle that nagging question. By
the time L’Harmas became French national property in 1922, Fabre’s last
son had sold his father’s library. In a
letter still preserved at L’Harmas, Darwin thanks Fabre for sending him Souvenirs, adding, “I do not believe that anyone in Europe has more truly admired
your investigations than I have done.”
Perhaps Darwin returned the gesture by
sending Fabre a copy of Origin. Since
Fabre later mocked Darwin’s statement
that “a little dose of judgment or reason ... often comes into play, even with
animals low in the scale of nature,” I
surmise that Fabre did read at least
that far in the chapter on instinct—that
is, to the bottom of its ﬁrst page.
Do not infer from their disagreements
that Fabre underestimated Darwin. He
probably received more professional
letters from Darwin than from anyone
else, and he brushed up his English for
those occasions. Through correspondence, Darwin participated intensely
in Fabre’s experiments on homing instincts in mason bees. When Darwin
died, Fabre reportedly wept.
Yet Fabre’s rejection of evolution as
a general concept is a sobering example of how even the brightest of scientists can be blinded by a preconceived
idea—a lesson that is especially ironic
in Fabre’s case because he was obsessed
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN July 1994
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Excerpts from the Writings of Jean Henri Fabre

W

ho does not know the magnificent [Great Peacock] how, here are forty lovers eager to pay their respects to
Moth, the largest in Europe, clad in maroon velvet the marriageable bride born that morning amid the myswith a necktie of white fur? The wings, with their sprinkling teries of my study.”
—from The Life of the Caterpillar, translated by Alexanof grey and brown, crossed by a faint zig-zag and edged
with smoky white, have in the centre a round patch, a der Teixeira de Mattos (Dodd, Mead and Company, 1918)
great eye with a black pupil and a variegated iris contain“The more maternity asserts itself, the higher does ining successive black, white, chestnut and purple arcs . . . .
“Well, on the morning of the 6th of May, a female emerg- stinct ascend. In this respect, no creatures are more deserving of our attention than the
es from her cocoon in my presence,
Hymenoptera [bees, wasps and
on the table of my insect laboratory.
ants], upon whom the cares of maI forthwith cloister her, still damp
ternity devolve in their fullness. All
with the humours of the hatching,
these favourites of instinct prepare
under a wire-gauze bell-jar. For the
board and lodging for their offrest, I cherish no particular plans. I
spring. They become master-craftsincarcerate her from mere habit, the
men in a host of trades for the sake
habit of the observer always on the
of a family which their faceted eyes
lookout for what may happen . . . .
will never behold, but which is nev“It was a lucky thought. At nine
ertheless no stranger to the motho’clock in the evening, just as the
er’s powers of foresight. One turns
household is going to bed, there
Great Peacock moth
cotton-spinner and produces cotis a great stir in the room next to
mine. Little Paul, half-undressed, is rushing about, jump- ton-wool bottles; another sets up as a basketmaker and
ing and stamping, knocking the chairs over like a mad weaves hampers out of bits of leaves; a third becomes a
mason and builds rooms of cement and domes of roadthing. I hear him call me:
“ ‘Come quick!’ he screams. ‘Come and see these Moths, metal. . . . Next comes the provisions for the expected
big as birds! The room is full of them!’. . . In the kitchen I nurselings: piles of honey, loaves of pollen, stores of
find the servant, who is also bewildered by what is hap- game, preserved by a cunning paralysing-process. . . .
“So far as the rest of the insect race is concerned, the
pening and stands flicking her apron at great Moths
mother’s cares are generally most summary. In the majoriwhom she took at first for Bats. . . .
“We enter the room, candle in hand. What we see is un- ty of cases, all that is done is to lay the eggs in a favourforgettable. With a soft flick-flack the great Moths fly able spot, where the larva, at its own risk and peril, can
around the bell-jar, alight, set off again, come back, fly up find bed and breakfast.”
—from the preface to volume 5 of Souvenirs entomolto the ceiling and down. They rush at the candle, putting
it out with a stroke of their wings; they descend on our ogiques, quoted in The Sacred Beetle and Others, translatshoulders, clinging to our clothes, grazing our faces. . . . ed by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos (Dodd, Mead and
Coming from every direction and apprised I know not Company, 1918)

with avoiding preconceptions in his
work. Indeed, Fabre’s animosity toward
prejudice extended to an inordinate
disdain for theories in general. One cannot practice biology without theories:
they arise from the falsiﬁable hypotheses on which all experiments are based.
Theories become bad only when they
turn into dogmas.
Unfortunately, dogmatic is what Fabre tended to be. For instance, his rejection of evolution and evolutionary
explanations for mimicry completely
distorted his studies of the crab spider,
Thomisus onustus. Put T. onustus on any
ﬂower, and within a day or two it will
obligingly take on the ﬂower’s color :
white on white ﬂowers, yellow on yellow ﬂowers, pink with purple veins on
pink ﬂowers veined with purple. Fabre
writes that when prey appear, “the thomise, a bandit in wait under the cover
of ﬂowers, comes out of its lurkingplace.” But the spider never hides: it is
always in full view, albeit in an inconspicuous position, and on the ﬂower
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clusters called spurge inﬂorescences, it
looks like just one more tiny bloom.
The “inimitable observer” was misled
by his own biases.
In the same way, Fabre rejected the
evolutionary explanation for why some
insects simulate death. By pretending
to be dead, those insects can avoid predation by lizards and insectivorous
birds. Fabre decided, however, that insects could not simulate death, because they have no concept of it. He
preferred to think that the immobility
of the insects was a form of hypnosis
“from dread.” The chapters in Souvenirs on this topic are charming, but
Fabre’s evidence is subjective, and his
experiments are irrelevant.
In a 4,000-page work from another
time, weaknesses are sure to appear.
We can forgive them in someone who
opened a new world of knowledge to
his contemporaries and who provided
lay readers with an opportunity to criticize the methods and scrutinize the
opinions of a successful scientist. Judg-

ing from the accomplishments of scientists in Japan, the U.S. and elsewhere
who devotedly read Fabre, I would venture that his opposition to the Darwinian theory of evolution has not appreciably hurt his enlightening e›ect on
young minds.
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